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Dra�n Tucker Joins Forces With Baldwin
& Associates
The top 300 accounting �rm based in Albany, GA, has expanded into South Carolina
by merging in Baldwin & Associates.

Jason Bramwell •  Feb. 28, 2024

Top 300 accounting �rm Draf�n Tucker has expanded into South Carolina by
merging with Baldwin & Associates, an accounting �rm offering �nancial and
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accounting services to clients in the greater Charleston area and along the state’s
coast since 2003.

“We have decided to join Draf�n Tucker because we share the same values of
integrity, quality, and personal attention to our clients,” Bob Baldwin, who leads
Baldwin & Associates along with partners Alys Anne Dennis and Stephen Moose,
said in a written statement. “True to their tagline ‘Let’s Think Together,’ Draf�n
Tucker believes in real people working and thinking together to produce the highest
level of services to support client and employee success. Baldwin & Associates shares
this same philosophy—what a perfect match!”

Bob Baldwin will continue to serve Baldwin & Associates’ current staff as the senior
partner of Draf�n Tucker’s new Charleston/Mt. Pleasant of�ce.

Draf�n Tucker has offered a full range of professional accounting services for more
than 75 years from both its home of�ce in Albany, GA, and a second of�ce in Atlanta.

“This combination will enhance the ability of both �rms to provide the service,
expertise, and resources available to our clients,” said Jeff Wright, managing partner
of Draf�n Tucker. “We are excited to work with the excellent team of professionals
already in place at Baldwin & Associates.”
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